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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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71-220 Szczecin

Polski Klaster Żeglarski
ul. Tkacka 21/403
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Szczecin, 30.12.2020.
Dear All

Enclosed please find Feasibility Study of S_BOAT self-chartered rental of electric open deck boats.
Key results of investment appraisal carried out for the project of S_BOAT self-chartered rental of electric open deck boats indicate that the project is EFFECTIVE:
Net Current Value of the Investment (to all financing parties) estimated on 30 December 2020 equals:

1 487 tys. PLN (NPV/C)
above 8% cost of capital (discount rate)

while Internal Rate of Return is estimated at
90,55% (FIRR/C).

Investment Appraisal of S-Boat Project indicates the Projects is profitable, hence it can be implemented on a fully commercial basis.

Magdalena Kisielewska, PhD
MK Consulting – Magdalena Kisielewska
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GLOSSARY

ELMAR
FTE
FS
IRR
NPV
Polski Klaster Żeglarski

• ELMAR – Supporting South Baltic SMEs to enter the international
supply chains & sales markets for boats & ships with electric
propulsions. The project undertaken by a few participants from
South Baltic EU countries
• Full Time Equivalent (labor costs)
• Feasibility Study
• Internal Rate of Return
• Net Present Value
• the project „Owner” and a stakeholder of ELMAR Project

Project

• the project under examination: S_Boat self-chartered rental of
electric open deck boats as a part of ELMAR

Report

• Feasibility Study of project under examination: S_Boat selfchartered rental of electric open deck boats

RV
S-Boat

• Residual Value
• see: the Project
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DISCLOSURE
 The Report is issued only for the attention and use of the POLISH SAILING

 The remuneration of the person drawing up the Report does not depend

CLUSTER, ELMAR Project Partners and other entities, including the purpose

on: (1) presenting in the Report predetermined deductions or conclusions,

of its preparation, i.e. the analysis of the spectrum of feasibility issues for this

(2) obtaining a predetermined result, (3) future events directly related to

Project, as well as the subject Feasibility Study (FS).

the purpose of drawing up the Report, (4) conclusions of the Report

 The Report regards only the issues specified in it and cannot be interpreted

as concerning by implication other matters not mentioned in it. No

favorable for the applicant.

 During the preparation of the Report, the documents that constituted the

declaration in the Report may be considered as an expression of a statement

basis for the preparation of the valuation, i.e. the Company's financial

of any representations, warranties or other information contained in any

projections, were verified, but this verification was not performed as part

document examined in relation to the preparation of the Report, unless

of an audit procedure, and it did not constitute a research or review within

expressly stated in the Report.

the meaning of the International Audit Standards or other standards for

 The Report presents the opinion of its authors concerning only the economic
aspects of the subject of the analysis. The analyzes, opinions and

auditing financial statements.
 In accordance with the above, the assessments contained in the Report

conclusions contained in the Report are professional, impartial and,

should not be equated with the expression of a formal opinion or any

established by the persons preparing the Report.

other form of assurance regarding the correctness and completeness of

 Commissioning the preparation of the Report was not dependent on the

the information obtained by us and presented in the Report within the

preparation or presentation of deductions and conclusions with

meaning of the International Auditing Standards or other standards for

predetermined results.

auditing of financial statements.
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CHAPTER 1: General characteristics of the
Project
1.1. Project Origin and Initiators
Grounds for undertaking the Project have been, among others, the

The concept of the project has been initiated and developed by Filip

observation of the tourist and recreational boating market in Berlin,

Gruszczyński, President of the Board of Polish Sailing Cluster (Polski

Stockholm, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Venice and other cities with extensive

Klaster Żeglarski) as well as Project’s Partner: Jacht Technology

river-canals, where every accessible part of the shore is practically

Association (Stowarzyszenie Technologie Jachtowe). Polish Sailing Cluster

developed. Application of such “boating enthusiasm” to the West

is also a Regional (Polish) Coordinator of the S_BOAT self-chartered

Pomeranian areas and/or other Polish cities with river canals: Wrocław,

rental of electric open deck boats within ELMAR – Supporting South

Gdańsk, Bydgoszcz etc., as well as the analysis of the boating market in the

Baltic SMEs to enter the international supply chains & sales markets

US indicate that the development of boating tourism is characterized by a

for boats & ships with electric propulsions (“ELMAR” / ”Elmar

strong growth potential.

Project”). Filip Gruszczyński has an extensive knowledge on water sports,

The above results in recognizing the demand for canoeing services in any

including sailing, kayaks, as well as boats and yacht design – as he has

city by a waterfront. A particular example is the city of Szczecin - the city of

been studying the subject at Westpomeranian University of Technology (final

group of the Project Initiators - indicate that the city’s vision of "floating

year for bachelor’s degree). Earlier in his career he had been working for the

garden" is understood by the city residents much broader than developing

City of Szczecin as a coordinator of maritime / water activities and

new harbors and quays, having also in mind that waterfront infrastructure is

investments conducted by Szczecin municipality, among others:

vital. Based on these observations, the Initiators are convinced that the

Westpomeranian Chain of Marinas (Zachodniopomorski Szlak Żeglarski),

demand for project’s services will not be fully satisfied for a long time.

New City Harbour – North East Marina in the city of Szczecin. For many

years he is also an active yacht captain and sailing instructor as well as an
sailing examinator.
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1.2. Project Objectives
The Project is aiming at creating a system of self-serviced rental (self-

Being citizens of their hometown Szczecin, where 21% of area is covered by

chartered) of open deck small electric boats. The uniqueness of the project

water, the Initiators want to build up and develop the inhabitants' boating

lays in its digital nature, as essential part of the project is a creation and

(and water sports) identity.

development of an application of on-line reservations including actual self-

This mission has been also reflected in the pricing policy proposed in this FS

release of a boat, meaning no other service nor assistance needed both for

– namely, the policy of applying moderate prices for services for the average

reservation nor fot then starting the trip / returning (or leaving) the boat.

customer and significant discounts on local off-season sailing training for

The system can also be applicable to set up rentals of water equipment of

children and teenagers, and local charters for families with children.

similar kind - besides boats it can be easily extended to kayaks, water

The ecological product implemented as part of the project (electric boats and

bicycles, SUPs etc. The system at its concept follows other rental services

the service – open and subscription based self-service rental) due to greater

such as car-sharing and / or scooters-sharing.

safety (compared to canoeing and sailing), convenience, comfort and ease

This Feasibility Study (FS) has been elaborated for the purposes of

of handling is a further, much wider implementation of the Initiators

examining the effectiveness and feasibility of the Project, as a part of

ecological mission.

outcomes being delivered by Polish Sailing Cluster, a Party in ELMAR
Project.
The mission of the Project’s Initiators with longstanding sailing / water sports
tradition – has always been (among others) popularization and enabling
ecological recreation – such as canoeing and sailing, as well as water
tourism – to a wide society.
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1.3 Selected legal aspects
Operations of projected self-chartered rentals will be organized in
accordance with the legal regulations. The general rule on sailing waters is
that a tourist yacht with an engine must always keep clear of white fleet and
sailing yachts. In the case of two motor yachts on collision courses, the right

hand yacht shall have priority. The surroundings of the course should be
monitored in advance by the skipper in order to make maneuvers of passing
or giving way safe and clear to other sailing participants. On the lakes, it is
forbidden to move at night beyond the navigable routes marked with buoys.
However, it is allowed to navigate the main waterways at night, provided that

the navigation lights are on.
In the case of Szczecin location the legal act to obey is The Act issued by
the Director of the Maritime Office in Szczecin of 30.07.2007 on the
conditions for sailing in sea waters for recreational and sports purposes
[see: Journal of the West Pomeranian Voivodeship No. 88, item 1476].
People (S-Boat customers) who sail in sea waters, for recreational and
sports purposes, decide to start sailing after getting acquainted with the
current weather conditions and on their own responsibility. These persons
are obliged to use the vessels, in accordance with the Act mentioned above

(§2 point 1 od the Act).
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CHAPTER 2: Market analysis and project’s description
2.1. Project and Service Description
The product developed by the Project, self-serviced rental of open deck
small electric boats, enables launching self-serviced rental and hence
creates new, convenient conditions for tourism and recreation, such as:
• City routes around Szczecin (or any other waterfront location), packaged

• expand to the development of the West Pomeranian Sailing Trail
(Zachodniopomorski Szklak Żeglarski) on the way:
• Gryfino – Trzebież, giving grounds for further development in the next
stages towards Świnoujście;
• Although the product will compete with canoeing, the possibility of using

and accessible from the customer’s application will allow variety of clients,

rented electric boats to secure canoeing trips will enable using routes

including individual and / or group animators, city-ambassadors to access

where such protection has been required so far (by the Harbor Master's

/ organize trips on electric boats on their own. This will help develop

Office or the Inland Water Authority), and on which securing with boats

cognitive and cultural tourism, including, in particular, the development of

with internal combustion engine was unavailable or difficult;

a cultural product based on the historical reconstruction of place and time,

• The convenience of renting, ease of handling, boat capacity, safety

especially in terms of promoting the maritime economy and maritime

equipment, and affordable price for families as a consequence of the

history of Szczecin / any other waterfront locations;

applicant's pricing policy, will result in the development of family boating

• The ease of handling of electric boats as well as affordable prices will

tourism. One of particular ideas to boost this type of tourism could be

make this type of tourism and recreation available to a wide group of

”Family Adventure" – a sort of ‘survival’ expedition to the Międzyodrze

society (clients). This will result in the further development of water

valley, aiming to strengthen parent-child bonds.

tourism, which – taking as an example Szczecin as a base / example

The idea of S-Boat is being further described in the following pages.

location in the initial stage – can focus on the canals on Odra river in
Szczecin and its closest surroundings and can then
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2.1. Project and Service Description (2)
What S-Boat is?

What problem does S-boat solve?
• The limitations of human factor in the booking and rental

• The system of self-serviced (maintenance-free) rental of
vessels (electric boats, kayaks, pedal boats, SUP etc.)
• On-board computer for mounting on various watercraft

process (S-Boat gives 24/7 access for bookings and
rentals)
• Limited time availability of vessel rentals (at ‘working
hours’)

• Client application for mobile devices.
• Long time of the process of handing over and picking up
the rented boat (S-Boat offers variety of locations to pick up
/ return the vessel)
• Readability of the price list and billing for rental time.

10

2.1. Project and Service Description (3)
S-Boat System functionalities
• Advanced online booking
• ‘Unmanned’ process of picking up and returning the
watercraft
• On-line payments

• One-way trips possible.

11
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2.2. Market

Based on current market analyzes through international fairs of water

In general The market for electric boats rentals exists however, mainly in the

equipment and services as well as desk research, it can be stated that at

North America: United States and Canada. Still, having done the research

the time of developing the Project, there is no commercial self-service

the rentals are NOT self-serviced, and offer a range of vessels, including

electric boat rental system in the world. Therefore, it can be concluded

boats with electric engine. Among others there are numerous rentals

that the S-boat Partners will be pioneers not only on the regional, but also

available in the shores and / or river canals and lakes at both West and East

European and probably global market of tourist services, introducing the

coast of the US: California, Oregon Washington, Florida, New York and

possibility of maintenance-free electric boats rental. It will enable a new

Virginia, as well as in Canada – also on the oceans’ shores and by the

opportunity of spending free time, surrounded by peaceful nature and on the

(great) lakes.

water.
Closer to activities undertaken by the S-Boat project are a few self-service
However a solution of similar kind – Book a Boat - has been developed by a

systems, both closed and open.

Dutch-Swedish company and introduced in several locations in Holland and

Closed self-service systems available on the market:

in Malmo (Sweden). The Dutch solution is based on a web service – and

• In Berlin, rental of various, usually very expensive floating units (i.e. very

hence is not an application-based system as the one being developed in
the S-Boat Project (read more about Book a Boat in Chapter 2.4.
Competition).

expensive yacht) for a limited, small group of users (3-5);
• Rental restricted to a properly qualified and certified group of users of the
same equipment (a sailing yacht), located over a large area, i.e. on
Constance Lake
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2.2. Market (2)
There are also so called open-systems available, such as:

• PADL operates in Florida (US)

• System of self-service SUP rental of the American company PADL

• Has been established three years ago and currently is gaining capital for

https://www.padl.co:

expantion through equity financing.
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2.2. Market (3)

Another example of some kind of self serviced rental is:

• iPaddle https://www.ipaddleport.com – offering kayaks, canoes as
well as SUP’s rental (as for water sports) as well as some other
sports equipment (Bikes, Ping Pong and also Snow / Horse- shoes –
see the specification below).
• iPaddle has been also established three years ago in the North
Mississippi Regional Park in the US.
• iPaddle is a part of System Services LLC – who is a provider of
innovative recreation rental soultions providing public access to such
items as Kayaks, SUP's, Folding Bicycles, Disc Golf, Pickleball to

name a few. System Sevices also has solutions for Facilities, Shelter
Houses, Cabins and RV Trailer rentals.
• System Services has currently installations in Minnesota and
Missouri and will soon be expanding into Texas. The company can
provide and support products throughout the US and Canada via

robust remote support and services.
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2.2. Market (4)
• iPaddle introduces also a solution for mobile self-service rental of water
sports / recreation equipment. It is being presented in the photos below.
• Hence it can be an idea for further S-boat development.
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2.3. Clients
The Project follows the global trend of collaborative consumption.
Meaning, participants of this trend in the world of shared consumption can

benefit from having a certain good or service without owning that good.
Among these participants, several market segments with different
expectations and needs can be distinguished. The Project Initiators
distinguished several criteria for market segmentation and hence - based on
their broad experience in the tourist market (charter, sailing and kayaking
trips) and taking into account new possibilities introduced to the tourist
market by the innovative service of S-Boat rentals – identified clients
segments.
Criteria for market segmentation:

Geographic segmentation
Domestic tourists

• The city of Szczecin is not seen as a top destination in tourist traffic in
Poland. However, the city is visited by tourists on their way to/from
leisure destinations on the Baltic coast, or intentionally to the mass
events organized by the City Authorities (fireworks festival, sailing ship
races, etc.). Also, being located by the Odra river Szczecin creates

attractions for these tourists. Specially it is worthy to see the city and its
architecture from the water side, mainly from the Western Odra River,
but also from a distant perspective of Dąbie lake, illuminated by the sun
set in the evening hours.

1. Geographic criteria
2. Demographic criteria
3. Motivational criteria.
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2.3. Clients (2)
Some of (domestic) tourists – sometimes called 'landlubber’s’, expect the
opportunity to get acquainted with what is unusual of Szczecin – its maritime

character, such as: ships, the port, yacht ports and marinas, cranes and
shipyard docks.
Foreign tourists
• One of Project Initiators – Filip Gruszczyński – years ago initiated "Canoe

walks along the boulevards" – now continued as ‘The City canoe trip’
– enjoyed quite a large frequency of foreign tourists (among others from
Spain, Georgia and Moldova). The turists are usually inspired or invited to
these events by their hosts, the residents of Szczecin. The trip for many
foreing tourists turned out to be the main attraction of the stay in
Szczecin.
• S-Boat Project will be followed by identified trip routs guieds. The waters
in Szczecin include complex Odra canals as well as Dąbie Lake and their
surroundings. It creats variety of choices and possibilities to explore

Szczecin by water. This information will include specifics of the traffic by
route and description of attractions in several languages. It will be
available as a part of smartphone application, dedicated mainly to
animators and tourist agents, but also as a part of an open rental.
18

2.3. Clients (3)
Demographic segmentation
With reference to tourists, either domestic or foreign, the main attractiveness

of a few boats accompanied by a survival animator. Its destination would be

of Szczecin (or any other waterfront location) are its maritime / (waterfront)

the valley of Międzyodrze channels. This attraction would be available in the

characteristics, hence demographic segmentation of this target is not of a

open system sale with a special price program, including a system of

highest importance at least in the high season (summer).

bonuses for survival achievements.

However at the off-season period it will play a major role in attracting clients.

Teenagers and students

Therefore several client segments under this criteria have been identified:

The offer for this group of customers would be an open sale at basic prices,

Children and teenagers

special event during yearly student carnival (Juwenalia): a rally around

Getting to know the maritime character of the city as well as local birds and

Szczecin including students' bonusesis the residents of Szczecin.

nature – a special offer distributed through animators. Additionally (as an

Seniors

example) birthday parties offer.

This group will be attracted by recreation activities, getting to know the

Families with children

maritime character of the city as well as local birds and nature. Also

This group will also be attracted to get to know the maritime character of the

essential for this group of clints will be social events and activities to make

city as well as local birds and nature, birthday parties. It is possible to join

new friends. The eventsfor Seniors can be booked individual and available

the discount system based on a „large family card” available for the

as a part of open sales as well as organized for groups by animators and /

residents of Szczecin.

or as a part of potential cooperation with Senior Clubs (eg. the Active Senior

Parents with teenage children

Academy and the Senior Club of „Prawobrzeże Dąb Culture and Sports

Another segment (or sub-segment within Families and children) would be

Foundation”).

“Adventure with a Parent” offer. It is designed as a sort of survival expedition
19

2.3. Clients (4)
Motivational segmentation
Segments of potential clients identified as a part of hobby / interests are very
interesting group of customers. They can be targeted both during high
season as well as form an essential part for off season potential market.
Among these segments 2 major groups can be identified: (1) Anglers and (2)
Bird Lovers.
Anglers
S-Boat will offer quiet and peaceful, effortless access to the fisheries at a
relatively low cost. It can be organized through a group agreement with the

Polish Angling Association (Polski Związek Wędkarski) as a part of pricing
policy.
Bird lovers / watchers (amateur ornithologists)
This customers will also benefit from quiet, peaceful and effortless access to

Hence the observations are mainly carried out very early in the
morning and late in the evening, the self-service boat rental is very
convenient for this customer segment.
Watching of the council of cranes in the area of Marwice (Widuchowa
commune – 45 km distance from Szczecin) occuring in the end of
September is very popular. In case the tradition of the Crane Week

will be continued in the future with such a big interest of the
ornithological community as it has been attraciting, it may be
reasonable to transfer the entire rental base to the area for this
period.
Since the birdwatching is developed especially on the United

Kindgdom, an British tourists can be expexted and/ or other segment
to target.

observation sites which is one of the basic requirements for the bird watcher.

The self-service rental of electric boats achievable at a relatively low cost
can be very attractive for this group.
Birdwatching is also becoming more and more popular in Poland, breeding
grounds around Dąbie lake and Międzyodrze valley teem with many
interesting and rare bird species. Observing them is particularly favorable
during spring and autumn seasons.
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2.4. Competition
As it has been mentioned in the Market description (section 2.2. Market) the

The boats are booked online (payments are proceeded on line as well) and

Project’s Initiators do not recognized any other commercial self-service

released at the time of a booking by entering the code available in the web-

electric boat rental system in the world. However, based on the observation

serviced and then texted (smsed) at a customer mobile, who then needs to

of global trends in the development of services which replace possession

type in the code at the screen/ keyboard on the boat. It has been already

with rental of things - without loosing access to their functionality - it is

introduced in Malmo (Sweden) and in several locations in Holland.

possible that nowadays, especially in the context of the Covid-19, there may
be other companies already working on a similar solution. Apart from other
advantages of a self-serviced rental (see section 2.1. part 2) it also limits
the infection risk as it eliminates contacts with the rental / service team.
Also, a Dutch-Swedish solution of BOOK a BOAT has been recognized.

Book a Boat is a self-serviced rental of electric boats and offers a similar to
S-Boat service.
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2.4. Competition (2)
Although Book a Boat offers a self-serviced rental, it is
technologically different to S-Boat. S-Boat is designed to
work directly through an application – which means to book,

pay and activate all the customer needs is his/ hers mobile.
The S-Boat app has a on-going communication with a
booking system in real time.

22

2.4. Competition (3)
The competition in the wider context can also refer to other water sports

The competitive advantages of S-Boats – a service offering peaceful trips on

services. In Szczecin, considered as a base location for launching S-Boat,

the waters - is also elimination of physical exertion as well as possibility of

there are following competitors in the field of water sports services (but not

rafting in a larger group still siting in the same vessel and allows sailing over

self-service):

longer distances then kayaks / SUP’s.

• rentals of boats with combustion engine

The implementation of S-Boat project will enrich the water sports / recreation

• motor yacht charter

offer as a new product and a new service will be created.

• charter of sailing yachts

Full implementation of this product, followed by quantitative and territorial

• kayaks rentals

expansion of its scope, will create an opportunity to strengthen capital and

• trips on white fleet ships.

improve the competitive position also on the yacht charter market.

These competitors have been operating on the regional boating market for
many years. Also such services are being offered in other locations by the
water / at waterfront. However S-Boat project offers an experience of a

unique kind. Rafting on S-Boat in a calm and quiet environment, where any
person can literally sit low, close to the water creates experience similar to
kayaking. It also allows for observations land architecture and other large
watercrafts, and above all relaxation in contact with nature, i.e floating in the
canals of Międzyodrze, birdwatching in Natura 2000 areas, as well as

watching the Bielik eagles and waterfowl in the area of Dąbie lake and
Roztoka Odrzańska.
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2.5. Pricing Policy
In order to ensure the profitability of the project it is planned that the average

• In general at high season, specially on weekends and summer months

price for renting a boat throughout the season (with 80% occupancy) should

(mid June – August) – prices can range up to 300%-400% of a base price

be around 100 PLN / h, which means that the average price of 1 sit in a boat

of 100PLN/h (ca. 50PLN/h/person).

will be lower than 15 PLN/ h, i.e. lower than the price for a sit in the kayak

• The pricing policy at Low Season there will include more focus on group

(renting a double kayak on city routes in Szczecin costs about 40-50 PLN.

clients and promotion dedicated to identified segments of customers (see

The price of 100PLN / boat (gross, ie. VAT included) has been implemented

Section 2.3), specially under demographic and motivation criteria.

in the financial plan (see Section 5 for further details).

Individual / group rentals

Pricing Policy will differ with reference to:

Anglers / Bird watchers

•

• At high season pricing promotion will be offered in the morning, evening

high (May - August) and low season (September, October, March, April)

• individual / group rentals.

and night hours (off the peak hours during the day) – up to 60% discount

High / Low Season

of the normal price.

• Despite rather mild climate of Szczecin and the Westpomeranian
voivodeship, the demand for recreational rental of outdoor water
equipment is basically limited to four spring/summer months (May -

• At low season the discount up to 70% will be offferd regardless of the
particular hours (will apply to all day).
• These motivational group of clients are expected to rent boats also off the

August). A similar, although to a lesser extent, seasonality occurs in the

season. And so the special offer is planned (with focus on members of

case of cabin equipment (yachts, motorboats). It is expected that a similar

Anglers Association) as a month voucher for 60 hours / month. The price

situation may occur in the case of renting electric boats.

will be calculated to cover costs of mooring and boats maintenance.
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2.5. Pricing Policy (2)
Group Animators / City guides / Travel Agents

• At high season the price will be based on the current price and will
include a discount increasing with the number of people within a
group.
• At low season – discounts will be calculated off the base price in the
particular period, however its range could be broader than in the high
season.

• Group payments, including vouchers and subscriptions will allow for
money transfers (money transfers will be available for individual users
as well, however it is expected for such clients to pay via credit card
etc.).

• Group Animators / City guides / Travel Agents can be awarded in
return by S-Boat in additional amount available for future reservations.

• Also, a special offer / discount is planned for school groups
(animators), both at high and low seasons.
Payments policy
• As S-Boat is designed as an application based rental system (and
self-serviced) the payments will be done online (credit card / PayU,
PayPal and other payments system as well as BLIK and money
transfer).
• Majority of individual payments will refer to reservations so they will be

done in advance (prepaid system).
• In case of accidental extension of the trip duration the system will ask
for an immediate additional payment and the engine will slow the
speed of the boat.
25

CHAPTER 3: Project’s location
Description and characteristics of a selected location for Project’s

It increases the attractiveness and quality of the West Pomeranian Sailing

operations

Trail offer. Additionally, this project is complementary to other projects aimed

The project can be successfully implemented in the area of a rich

at promoting and facilitating access to natural values by improving the tourist

arrangement of canals and/ or rivers with example locations:

infrastructure in Western Pomerania.

• in Poland : Szczecin, Bydgoszcz, Wrocław, Poznań

Utilisation of electric drives allows to enjoy the boat in quiet zones where the

• and other in Europe: Berlin, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Amsterdam,

use of internal combustion engines is prohibited. At the same time, the

Venice.

Project’s Initiators intend to develop several water and nature excursion

The initial areas of Project’s implementation’s though are waters of West

routes in Szczecin and Międzyodrze area; mainly for bird and animal breeding

Pomerania, in which there is a network of marinas forming the West

grounds, which will work for the target customers and promotion of the pro-

Pomeranian Sailing Trail, completing its functions, contributes to the

ecological lifestyle.

increase in tourist attractiveness and the use of natural and landscape

Next pages present example routs through Odra river canals in Szczecin.

values of the West Pomerania.
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CHAPTER 3: Project’s location (4)
It is also worth to mention complementary projects, that create other potential locations for setting up S-Boat rentals. Many of these have new (renewed) harbor / quay infrastructure:

1. Modernization of the marina in Nowe Warpno by creating infrastructure facilities - construction of a promenade (Stage II) and a sailing village;
2. Ports of the Szczecin Lagoon - improving the quality of infrastructure as an opportunity for development. This is a project where, among others, the port basins, breakwaters and
entrances to the port in Trzebież and other flood ports were reconstructed;
3. Development of the North Basin in Świnoujście for a yacht port;
4. Construction of recreational and sailing infrastructure in Stepnica;
5. Equipment for the Yacht Port and the Seasonal Harbor in Dziwnów;
6. Adaptation of the existing building for the purposes of servicing the Northern Basin in Świnoujście, including the port equip ment (Stage II);
7. Modernization of the Kamień Pomorski Marina (Stage II);
8. Reconstruction and modernization of the sailing marina in Lubczyna (Goleniów commune) based on the plans of the West Pomerani an Sailing Trail project;
9. Construction of a network of water nooks in the area of Dąbie lake in Szczecin;
10. Construction of the Interschool Sports Center – Euroregional Center for Water and Sailing Education;

11. Modernization of the Marina Hotels yacht port in Szczecin;
12. Reconstruction of communication routes, yacht parking yards and installation of monitoring in the AZS Yacht Klub marina in Sz czecin;
13. Renovation of the eastern embankment and construction of a breakwater and piers of the "Pogoń" Marina Yacht Port, which is a part of the infrastructure of the West Pomeranian
Sailing Trail;
14. Construction of the Harbor Authority and modernization of the infrastructure of "Pogoń" marina in Szczecin;

15. Modernization and reconstruction of the infrastructure of JK AZS Yacht Port in Szczecin as part of the West Pomeranian Sailin g Trail;
16. Increasing the tourist attractiveness of the marina at Jana z Kolna street in Szczecin through the renovation of a part of th e quay in scope of pavement and external installations;
17. Increasing the tourist attractiveness of the marina at Jana z Kolna street in Szczecin by purchasing distance bridges, expand ing the monitoring system and building and
equipping a sanitary pavilions.
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CHAPTER 4: CAPEX (Capital Expenditures)
Capital Expenditures to examine S-Boat project’s profitability
include:
1. IT system and mobile client’s application development
2. Purchase of hulls of vessels

No.

Total
[PLN]

2022

2023

Depreciati FAC*
on rate
group

1

IT system with a mobile client
application

15 000

15 000

0

20%

IaLV**

2

Hulls of vessels (incl. adaptation
for a self-serviced rental)

154 000

88 000

66 000

14%

7

3

Electric motors (DRIVE),
batteries and other devices (incl.
adaption for a self-serviced
rental, installation service)

119 000

68 000

51 000

14%

7

4

Purchase of boat trailers for the
transport and storage of vessels

28 000

16 000

12 000

14%

7

5

Mobile elements ensuring a safe
boat-land connection

32 000

32 000

20%

8

6

Boats equipment (life jackets,
anchors, oars, etc.)

7 000

4 000

3 000

100%

8

3. Purchase and installation of electric motors (Drive),
batteries and other devices for electric equipment of

Capex

vessels
4. Purchase of boat trailers for the transport and storage of
vessels
5. Purchase of mobile elements ensuring a safe boat-land
connection

6. Purchase of boat’s movable equipment (life jackets,
anchors, oars, etc.) for electric vessels adapted to
automatic rental.
Total Capex:

TOTAL (net)

355 000

223 000

132 000

• is being calculated for 7 boats with breakdown for 2 initial

VAT (23%)

81 650

51 290

30 360

TOTAL (Gross, ie. VAT incl.)

436 650

274 290

162 360

years: 1st year: 4 boats, 2nd year: 3 boats
• amounts to 355 000 PLN (Vat excluded)
It is fairly possible to start Operations in the 1 st year (April
2022) with 4 boats initially.

*FAC – Fixed Assets Classification

**IaLV – Intangible and Legal Values
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Capex in %

Chapter 4: CAPEX (2)
The individual CAPEX items were assigned to the group of fixed assets
indicated above. As a result, 3 main groups of fixed assets were

9%

2% 4%
IT system and mobile app

8%

Hulls

distinguished:

Electric motors, batteries

1. Intangible assets (IaLV)

43%

2. Machines and devices
3. Means of transport.

Boat trailers
Safety mobile equipment

34%

Boat's movable equipment

Intangible assets refer to creation and development of self-serviced rental
IT System and mobile application. Its concept has been described in

Section 2.1. Projects and Service description.
Majority of Capex are tangible assets though:
1. Hulls
2. Motors and batteries, etc.
3. Boat trailers

4. Boats equipment (safety communication as well as boats movalble
equipment).
The structure of Capex is presented on a graph on the right.
And the next pages present characteristics for crucial tangibles, ie. boats
(hulls) and motors as well as batteries.
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Chapter 4: CAPEX (3)
The HULL - S-Boat needs:
• 6-8 persons
•

3-4 knots speed

• a displacement shape hull
The Hull – KONTRA 450 - Polyethylene
• open deck
• hull material resistant to bumps, scratches and damage

• affordable price
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Chapter 4: CAPEX (4)
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Chapter 4: CAPEX (5)
The DRIVE and Batteries- S-Boat needs:
• Electric engine
• POD drive – under the water
• Without any top parts

The DRIVE – POD 4 drive from E-TECH

• Giving a speed of 3-4 knots speed with a hull of KONTRA 450
• affordable price

• 48V
• 4,3 kWatt

Batteries and charges:
• 4-5 hours with E-TECH engine and KONTRA 450 hull
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Chapter 4: CAPEX (6)
Replacement CAPEX
It was assumed that the batteries (accumulators) of boats will be replaced
after 3 years of usage. The estimated cost is PLN 10,000 net / boat. The
expenses (and the increase in possible assets and depreciation,
respectively) are included in the project's cash flows in 2025-2028
(assuming the start of Operations in April 2022).
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Chapter 5: Financial Plan for S-Boat Operations
General assumptions for financial analysis analysis and Project’s
investment appraisal

• Financial analysis and investment appraisal has been conducted from the
point of view of the entity implementing the Project, using so called
‘incremental method’, i.e. the difference between the continuation of the
current state of affairs and the design state. Hence S-Boat is considered
as a independent venture, all financial operations presented here are

Project financial profitability (investment appraisal) has been measured by
the Net Present Value (NPV) and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
based on Free Cash Flows to Firm (FCFF).
Free Cash Flow to Firm represents a cash surplus (hence free cash flow)

generated by the enterprise (the Project) for all financing parties (hence
free cash flow to firm). It means that S-Boat Project is appraised
regardless of the sources of financing.

assigned to S-Boat solely.
• The analysis was carried out in fixed (2020) prices in PLN.

FCFF is calculated based on this formula:

• The analysis was carried out in net prices (excluding VAT).

•

(+) Revenues,

• Only the actual cash flow was taken into account (Revenues and Cash

•

(+) Cash Costs,

•

(-/+) change in Working Capital*,

• a real financial discount rate of 8% was assumed.

•

(-) Capital Expenditures (Capex).

• the analysis period has been set at 7 years, counting at the end of 2020

* An increase in working capital reduces the value of cash flow for a given

Costs as well as Working Capital).

(2020 is a year “0”).

period, and a decrease in working capital increases the value of cash flow
for a given period.
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Chapter 5: Financial Plan for S-Boat Operations
5.1. Revenues

The start of operations is forcasted for April 2022 - when the purchase of 4

Considering the market recognition, including the analysis of the rental of

boats with the necessary equipment and preparation of the boat rental

small motorboats without qualifications, it was assumed that the electric

service are planned. In the second year of implementation (2023), another

boat sailing season will last from April to October, where the so-called

3 units will be launched. The price of the service was calculated in analogy

"high season" will be in the summer months: June-August.

to similar services on the market and for the purposes of these analyzes it

Detailed assumptions regarding the demand for the services in question

was averaged at PLN 81.30 net/h (PLN 100 gross/h) yearly. In fact, the

were calculated based on the sailing days – the distinction between

boat rental price list will be extended - depending on the month or the

weekdays (working days) and weekends – and the number of hours of

sailing/motorboat season, as well as swimming on weekends and

sailing during the day. The table below presents the assumptions of the

weekdays.

factual sales plan, based on the daily forecast of boating hours, depending

Number of electric boats in operational activity:

on the month of the year and the price for 1 hour of sailing.

Per boat

• 1st year (2022): 4 boats
• 2nd year (2023): 7 boats.
July
August

April

May

June

September

Otober

Number of days with 4hrs chartered per day

15

17

10

5

5

12

10

Number of days with 6 hrs chartered per day

6

10

20

25

22

10

5

Total days/month

21

27

30

30

27

22

15

Chartered hours per month based on 4hrs/ day

60

68

40

20

20

48

40

Chartered hours per month based on 6 hrs /day

36

60

120

150

132

60

30

Total hours

96

128

160

170

152

108

70

Total/year

172

884
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5.1. Revenues (2)
S-Boat Revenues have been forecasted based on fixed assumptions
referring to number of chartered hours per boat per year:
• chartered hours total to: 884 h/ boat per year

• with picks in the summer month: June-August of ca. 150 – 170 h/
month
• the unit price per 1 person is fixed at PLN 81.30 net/h (PLN 100
gross/h) regardless of the high/ low / off season as well as individual
/ group trips.

• Since 3rd year of Operations (in the presented FS/ graph it is 2024)
the price goes slightly up in the real terms of 1% per year.
•

It is assumed however that the actual demand for S-Boat rentals
should be higher. The forecast presents a moderate scenario.
Examples of S-Boat implementation:

Revenues in the

1st

year total to ca. 290 000 PLN when 4 boats are

employed, then starting from year

2 nd

when all 7 boats are employed in

the operations S-Boat revenues exceed 500 000 PLN. In the

1. Launch of one /multiple points rentals.

2. Launch of municipal watercraft system of rentals.
3. Implementation of the system in existing watercraft rentals / services.

subsequent years the revenues include a real rise of 1% per year.
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5.2. Opex (Operating Expenditures)
Opex is presented with reference to Cash-Costs (out-flows) as follows:

3. Perex (Personal Expenditures). It is assumed that there will be 3
people (FTE) hired to run the project:

1. Energy & media expenses:

• manager / CEO: renumeration: 5 000 PLN / month

Energy & media expenses – calculated as a % of Revenues:

• service man: renumeration: 4 500 PLN/ month

• 1,5% Revenues – energy expenses for boats charging

• 2nd service man: starting at year 2nd (expanding operations),
renumeration: 4 500 PLN/ month.

2. External Services:

4. Other expenditures – as a reserve for Opex:

• Mooring (5 400 PLN / boat)

• 0,5% Revenues.

• Space / Land rental at winter (1 600 PLN / boat)
• Boats maintenance and repair (2 000 PLN / boat)
• Boats insurance (2 000 PLN / boat)
• Marketing and Advertisement (30 000 PLN / year)
• Software as a Service (SaaS) including software development and
upgrades (25 000 PLN/ year)
• Administration services: (700 PLN / month)
• Other external services (0,5% of Revenues).
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5.2. Opex (cont.)

5.3. Working Capital

Opex totals to ca. 228 000 PLN in the 1 st year of Operations and then

1. Inventories – do not occur (not meaningful in this type of operations)

from year 2nd +100 000 PLN to about 321 000 PLN p.a.

2. Receivables – calculated at 5% of Revenues, however as payments

This indicates Operating Cash Flow (Revenues less Cash-costs) of

about 182 000 up to ca. 202 000 PLN p.a. in the forecasted 5-years span.

are going to be done mostly as prepaid option, receivables are not
critical.
3. Payables have been calculated as 15% of Opex (excl. Perex).
Generally, working capital has little or neutral impact on Project’s future
cash flows. Working Capital is reflected in the Project’s CF thru it’s

change period to period, which amounts to less then a 500 PLN.
5.4. Sources of financing
The Project’s appraisal has been carried out regardless to the financing

sources. Nevertheless, incurring Capex was considered as per the
expences plan (over two years). The funds will be released successively
as the contracts for the supply of fixed assets and IaLV. Intangible assets
in the project in question constitute an IT system with a client application
for the automatic rental of electric vessels.
Regarding financing of the VAT tax on capital expenditure, the financing
Operating Cash Flow together with Capital Expenditures (both initial
and replacement Capex) stand for Project’s Free Cash Flow –
employed to assess Project profitability. These are presented in the
next part.

with own funds is expected, and at the same time it assumes applying for
a VAT refund in the so-called fast track rule (even within 30 days). The
efficiency analysis was carried out at net prices (without considering the

VAT tax).
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5.5. Investment Appraisal
FCFF
[’000 PLN]

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

RV

Revenues

287,48

503,09

508,12

513,20

518,33

523,52

Cash Opex

-228,59

-320,98

-321,10

-321,23

-321,36

-321,49

2,81

-5,02

-0,23

-0,24

-0,24

-0,24

-223,00

-132,00

0,00

-40,00

-30,00

0,00

2 086,14

-161,29

45,09

186,78

151,74

166,74

201,79

2 086,14

0,86

0,79

0,74

0,68

0,63

0,58

0,54

-138,28

35,79

137,29

103,27

105,07

117,74

1 127,08

Change of Working Capital
Capex (initial and replacing) / RV
Free Cash Flow to Firm (FCFF)
Discounting Factor (r = 8%)
dFCFF
Summary [’000 PLN]
Total of dFCFF

360,89

dRV

1 127,08

NPV

1 487,96

IRR

90,5%

Payback / discounted Payback

3,8 / 3,9
yrs

1 487 tys.
PLN

NPV S-Boat @r = 8%

Investment Appraisal of S-Boat Project with NPV over 1,4 mln PLN (at discount rate of 8%) and IRR of over 90% indicates the Projects is profitable,
hence it can be implemented on a fully commercial basis. Payback period amounts to 3 years 8 months (3,9 years in discounted FCFF) – with a
starting point at the end of 2020. However effectively as majority of Capex and Operations start in year 2 nd (2022) the return on capital employed in this
Capex is obtained after less than 2 years (1 years 8 months, i.e.. in August 2024). It is worth mentioning that prior to the moment of analysis (end of 2020)
Project’s Initiators have been carried out the start-up phase within ELMAR Project.
Residual Value (RV) has been calculated as Annuity based on a standard cash flow at year 8 (2028): ca. 206 000 PLN and including 40 000 PLN of

replacement Capex. RV stands for ca. 75% of NPV.
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6. Project’s Risks
Forecast Risk

Administration Risk

• Forecasts, by definition, carry a certain amount of risk. It depends not

• Sailing on a small motor boat doesn’t require any special qualifications

only on the methodology used, but also on the nature of the forecasted

nor hiring a skipper. Sailing rules are clear and provided by the local

phenomenon and the period for which the forecast is prepared.

water administration (in Szczecin it is The Act issued by the Director of

Estimations and forecasts presented in the Feasibility Study for S-Boat

the Maritime Office in Szczecin of 30.07.2007 on the conditions for sailing

Project were based on best reliable analysis, however, there is a risk that

in sea waters for recreational and sports purposes (see Section 1.3 for

the realization of financial results will differ from the forecasts presented.

more details). However the risk recognized in this matter are potential
complexity of arrangements with some administration bodies. It applies to

Technological Risk

any water managing bodies (Maritime Offices) as well as marinas / shore

• Although Project’s Initiators solved majority of technological issues

operators and owners. The latter bodies include both regional / city

concerning choosing the right hull of KONTRA 450 – open deck, for 6-8

administration (i.e. City authorities) as well as individual shore owners. It

people, 3-4 knots speed available and hull material being resistant to

is expected that in most case S-Boats will be welcomed as come with

bumps, scratches and damages, as well as choosing the right drive of

some additional revenues (for marinas / shore operators / owners)

POD 4 drive E-TECH – with electric engine, POD drive under water and

however due to relatively large number of this parties it will require some

allowing for 3-4 knots speed, still some risk needs to be allocated to boat

time for the S-Boat managers and / or system operators to make all

self-release mechanism. The mechanism is designed to be launched by

necessary arrangement.

the client thru the S-Boat app, however its accuracy will be tested thru a
user (client) experience.
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